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A B S T RAe T 

This paper concerns a state space approach to syndrome decoding 

of binary rate-kIn convolutional codes. State space symmetries of a 

certain class of codes can be exploited to obtain an exponential 

reduction of decoder hardware. Aside from these hardware savings it 

is felt that the state space formalism developed in this paper has 

some intrinsic value of its own. 



I. I NTRODUCT ION 

This paper concerns a state space approach to syndrome decoding 

of binary rate-kin convolutional codes. It extends and general izes 

earlier work [1,2,3] on syndrome decoding of binary rate-! convo

lutional codes. In Sections II, and I II we develop a concise mathe

matical formulation of the problem. Section IV introduces a special 

class of binary rate-(n-l)/n convolutional codes. It is shown that 

the state space symmetries of this class of codes allow for an 

exponential reduction of decoder hardware. Section V extends the 

results of the previous section to rate-kin codes. Table I 1 ists 

the free distance of some short constraint length codes that exhibit 

the required symmetries. 

Fig. 1 shows a conventional [4] binary rate-213 convolutional 

encoder with 2 memory elements. The input to this encoder are 

...----_--:(. }----c;J:1> 

<m,:>--....... -t 

Fig. 1. A rate-2/3 convolutional encoder. 

2. 



I. Introduction 

two binary message sequences 

<m.> = 
I 

.•• ,mj ,-1 ,miO,m j 1'··· = 1,2 • 

The outputs are three binary codeword sequences <c 1>, <c2>, 

and <c
3

> (hence the rate is 2/3). The elements of the three 

output sequences <c
1

>, <c2>, and <c
3

> are, respectively, 

c 1 t = m1 
Ell m1 , t-l Ell m2,t , , t 

c2 t = m , 1 , t-l 
Ell m

2 ,t 

C3 ,t = m1 t Ell m1 t-l Ell m , , 2,t-l 

where Ell denotes modulo 2 addition. 

With the input and output sequences, we associate sequences in 

the delay operator X: 

m. (X) -1 
+ mi IX 

2 1 ,2 = . " + m. 1 X + m. 0 + m
i2

X + ... = 
I I - I , , 

C • (X) 
-1 

C j IX 
2 

j 1,2,3,. = " . + c. IX + c
jO + + c

j2
X + . .. = J J,-

3. 

For notational convenience we shall generally suppress the parenthetical 

X in our subsequent references to sequences; thus m. means m.(X), 
I I 

C. = c.(X), and so forth, where the fact that a letter represents a 
J J 

sequence (transform) should be clear from the context. Now the input/ 

output relationships are expressed concisely as 

c = mG 
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where !!I. = (m 1 ,m2) 

G = [g .. (X)] is 
IJ 

l+X 

G = 

c = (cl'c2,c
3

) , and the generator matrix 

x l+X 

x 

and formal power series multiplication with coefficient operations 

modulo 2 is applied. In general, let there be k inputs and n outputs. 

If we define the constraint length for the i-th input as 

V. = max 
1 

[deg g .. (X)] 
IJ 

then the overall constraint length 

k 
v = E 

i =1 
v. 

1 

(v=2 for the encoder of Fig. 1), equals the number of memory elements 

for what Forney [4] calls the obvious realization of the encoder. 

The dual, C!, code (5) to a convolutional code C is the linear 

space generated by the set of all n-tuples of finite (for infinite 

sequences the inner product may not be defined) sequences i(X) such 

that the inner product (£,i) ~ £.iT (where T means transpose) is zero 

for all c in C. The dual code of a rate-kIn convolutional code, 

generated by an encoder G, is a rate-(n-k)/n code that can be generated 

by a suitable encoder H, such that GHT = O. The matrix HT can be 

4. 
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obtained from the inverse of the B matrix in an invariant factor 

decomposition [4, 51, G = ArB, of the encoder matrix G by taking the 

-1 
last n-k columns of B • The n-input, (n-k)-output linear sequential 

circuit whose transfer function matrix is HT is called a syndrome 

T former, and has the property that cH = 0 if and only if c ,C. 

For the encoder, G, of Fig. 1 we have an invariant factor de-

composition 

x o 

o 

o 0 

Hence, 

x o 

B = o 2 -1 I+X+X ,so B = 

o o o o 

T -1 The H matrix is now given by the last column of the B matrix, i.e. 

Fig. 2 gives the obvious realization of the syndrome former. Two 

comments are in order. First, note that for rate-(n-l)/n codes the 

syndrome former has n inputs but a single output, compare Fig. 2. 

5. 
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<r, > __ .l---4j 

<w> 

Fig. 2. A syndrome former for a rate-2/3 convolutional code. 

This single output is the reason that in Sections I I, I II, and IV 

we first concentrate on rate-(n-l)/n codes. Second, in Table I I of 

Section V we I ist codes in terms of th.eir syndrome formers. The 

invariant factor theorem can now be used on the matrix H, i.e. 

-1 
H = cro, to find from the 0 matrix a suitable encoder G. This 

encoder is conventional (i.e. it has no feedback), but it is not 

necessarily minimal [4], i.e. the obvious realization does not 

necessarily have the smallest possible number of memory elements. 

Let ~(X) be the error vector sequence, and let r = ~ + e be the 

received data vector sequence. We then define the syndrome vector 

sequence ~(x) as 

11 T 
w = rH 

6. 
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The task of the codeword estimator [4] is now to find an error vector 

sequence estimate !(X) of minimum Hamming weight that can be a possible 

cause of the syndrome vector sequence ~(X). The codeword vector 

sequence estimate ~(X) is then given by 

Using the codeword vector sequence estimate ~(X), the inverse en

-1 
coder G now forms an estimate iii(X) of the message vector sequence 

!!!.(X) , i.e. 

where G- 1 is a right inverse of G, i.e. GG-1 = I. This inverse 

encoder, G- 1, can also (i.e. like the syndrome former) be obtained 

from the invariant factor decomposition G = ArB of the encoder G. 

For the encoder G of Fig. 1 we have 

= o o x 

o 1 +X 

o o o o o 

-1 Fig. 3 gives the obvious realization of the inverse encoder G • 

-1 
Note that both G, and G represent one-to-one (and in fact 

I inear) maps that can be realized with simple circuitry, compare 

o 

Figs. 1, and 3. The codeword estimator determines both the complexity 

and the performance of the system. Section I I deals with the state 

7. 
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"-<m,> 

A 1- ..... ' 

<C]> --------""! : 
'_. _..J 

Fig. 3. An inverse encoder for the rate-2/3 convolutional code 

of Fig. 1. 

space of the syndrome former of a binary rate-(n-l)/n convolutional 

code. Section I I I gives a description of the codeword estimator in 

terms of the state space framework developed in Section II. As it 

turns out certain symmetries in the syndrome former state space can 

be exploited to greatly reduce the complexity of the codeword 

estimator. This I ine is persued in the remainder of the paper. 

Before embarking on our state space approach (which is the core 

of this paper) towards the codeword estimator one final comment is 

in order. The estimate §.(x) of the message vector sequence ~(X) can 

also be written as 

8. 
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-1 The first term rG on the IIHS of above eqn. can be easily obtained -
from the received data vector sequence r(X) using the simple circuitry 

of Fig. 3. As iH refs. (I, 2, 31, it turns out that the overall 

decoder requires less hardware if we let the estimator determine the 

second term, eG- 1, directly. Hence, we define the message (as opposed 

to the codeword) vector sequence correction, e (X), as 
-1TI 

- /) -G- 1 .!m • e (2) 



IN 

10. 

II. STATE SPACE 

For a state space analysis it is convenient to represent the syndrome 

former of a rate-(n-l)/n code by an n-tuple (A.B.C ••••• O) of binary 

polynomials. see Fig. 4. The n-tuple (A.B.C ••.•• O) is obtained from the 

-----{. ---y 

•• ____ z 

Fig. 4. The syndrome former for a rate-(n-l)/n convolutional code. 

matrix H = [hl(X).hZ(X) ••••• hn(X)] of Section I by putting a l = hli • 

h ~ max 
l~j"n 

deg h. (X) • 
J 

Obviously. one 

T 
eZ._I·····en._ I] 

single noise vector in 

T 
• [eIO·eZO ••·• .enO] • 

the sequence •••• [e l ._ l • 

T 
[ell.eZI •••• .enl ] •..• can at 

most influence h+1 successive syndrome digits. We define the "physical 

state" of the system to be the nh-dimenslonal binary vector representing 

the contents of all shift register stages in Fig. 4. Every noise vector 

that enters the system causes a transition of its physical state and 
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gives rise to a binary syndrome digit. The phenomenom occurs that two 

different initial physical states are syndrome-indistinguishable, i.e. 

. T 
that under every nOise vector sequence [eIO .e20 •··· .enOl .[ell .e21 •· ... 

enl]T •..• their syndrome sequences are identical. It is left to the 

reader [3.4] to prove that this natural concept of syndrome-indis-

tinguishability is exactly the same as the following equivalence 

relation: Two physical states are called equivalent if their difference 

has a sequence of syndrome digits identically zero under a sequence of 

noise vectors identically zero. In fact. we may restrict ourselves in 

this definition to sequences of zero-noise vectors of length h. since 

all following zero-noise vectors simply must yield zero-syndrome digits. 

The equivalence classes of the above equivalence relation will be 

called "abstract states". of briefly "states" of the system. There are 

several equivalent state descriptions. In ref. [3] Schalkwijk and Vlnck 

use the contents of the bottom register 0 of the syndrome former. 

Fig. 4. as a description of the state. Forney [4] uses the zero-noise 

syndrome sequence to represent the state. In the present paper we opt 

for this latter description. 

We are now ready to Introduce some convenient notation: States 

(given by their zero-noise syndrome sequence) are denoted by lower 

case greek I etters wi th a subscri pt. e.g. 

°1 £1 [51 .52.53 ..... sh_2.sh_l.sh], and its left shifts 

02 !l [5 2 .53 .54 ••••• sh_l.sh'Oj, 
A 

03 - ls3.s4.s5.···.sh.O.OJ. and so on. 

II. 
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Occasionally, i.e. if sufficiently many terminating components sh'sh_I •••• 

vanish. we also write the right shifts. e.g. 

Finally. we introduce the symbols <XI' 131 , )'1.·· .• °1 to denote the 

generator states of the system, i.e. 

A 
[a l .a2•·· .• ahl • <XI = 

13 1 
A 

[b l .b2•·•• ,bhl. = 

A 
[c l ·c2•··••chl. )'1 = 

Without loss of generality we assume ah=l. This assumption is justified 

by the definition of h and implies that the state space has dimension h. 

The output of the syndrome former. see Fig. 4. at time t and the 

state at time t+1 are completely determined by the state °1 and the 

input [elt,e2t,e3t •..•• entl T at time t. t= .•.• -1.0.+1 , •... 

As the syndrome former is supposed to be time invariant there is no 

purpose in retaining the subscript t in the state space analysis. Thus. 

we denote the syndrome former input by [x.y.z, •..• tl
T

. The corresponding 

state transition and the output ~ are given by 
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0) 

Fig. 5 gives the state diagram of the syndrome former of Fig. 2. 

Solid I ines correspond to a syndrome digit w=O and dashed lines to a 

0.1 
--- -;:-,-- ---

-

0,0 

Fig. 5. State diagram of syndrome former. 
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syndrome digit w=l. Indicated along the edges are the numerical values 

of [el,e2, •.. ,en12 ' [eml,em2, ..• ,emk12 intepreted as binary numbers, 

where the latter vector represents the generic term [emlt.em2t ••••• 

emktl • t= ... ,-1,0.+1 •... , of the message vector sequence correction 

e (X) of (2), with the redundant subscript t removed. 
-m 

The fact that the message vector correction is solely determined by 

the next state [3], see Fig. 5, follows from Forney [5]. According to 

Forney the syndrome former state uniquely determines the encoder state 

T and vise versa if G and H are connected by a noiseless (dashed in 

Fig. 6) channel. The vector sequence !tm(X) in Fig. 6 is such that 

~~X) .\ .... _G_-,~ ~_ ~'--_H_T----'I--W.......,..(X ... ) 

Fig. 6. Encoder and syndrome former connected back to back. 

e t = e t G stears the syndrome former HT to the same state at time t, 
- - m 

t= ... ,-1 ,0,+1 , ... , as does !(X). As we can equate the encoder state 

. . [_t _t _t].. I d . d to Its recent Inputs, e mlt,e m2t'···.e mkt IS unique y etermlne 

by the state of the syndrome former at time t+l, t= ...• -1,0,+1, ..• 

-1 
But, as G is an instantaneous right inverse of G we have [emIt' 

- 1 [- t - t] I 0 1 ... ,emkt = e mlt,···,e mkt ' t= ..• ,- , ,+ , •.• · 

14. 



I I. State Space 

Now consider the linear supspace spanned by the generators aI' 

Sl' Yl"'" °1, If this subspace has dimension q then according to 

(3) each state 01 has exactly 2q state trans ition images. Again by 

(3), these images from a coset of the I!near subspace L[a l ,al 'Yl' 

••• '01]' This coset wi 11 be called the "s ink-tuple" of 01' 

The 1 inear subspace L[Cl l ,a l 'Yl"" '01] is identical to the 1 inear 

subspace L[a l ,al + bhal' Yl +cha l , •• ·, 01 + dha l ]. However, as ah=l, 

the vectors al + bha l , Yl + cha l ,.··, 01 + dhCl l have a rightmost 

coordinate equal to O. Thus, these vectors have a right shift. 

Furthermore, 

, ah- l 
1, 0 , ... , 0 

, bh_l+bhah_l' 0 

rank rank 

Define, 

A 
£1 = [1,0,0, •.. ,0], 

a row vector of length h. Then 

Each state has at least one primage. If '1 = [sl ,s2"" ,sh-l ,0], then 

15. 
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'1:0 = [0.5 1 ••••• sh-2.Sh-l] is a prelmage under [x.y.z ••••• t] = [0.0.0 ••••• 0]. 

If '1: 1 = [5 1.52 •••.• sh_l.1J, then('1:+a) is a preimage under [x.y.z ••••• t] -
o 

= [1.0.0 •.••• 0]. But. if a state '1: 1 has a preimage then it has at least 

2q preimages. i.e. all the states in the coset of L[El'(a+bha) • 
. 0 

(y+cha) •.••• (6+dha)] that contains the particular pre Image. We now 
o 0 

have the following results. Each state 0 1 has exactly 2q Images. i.e. 

the sink-tuple of 0 1, On the other hand. each state '1: 1 has at least 2q 

preimages. i.e. the above mentioned coset of L[El.(a+bha) • (y+cha) • 
o 0 

.••• (6+dha) ]. Hence. we conclude that '1: 1 has exactly 2q preimages 
o 

that constitute the "source-tuple" of '1: 1 ' It Is easily verified that 

each element 01 of a source tuple has the same sink-tuple. 

It is this source/sink-tuple description of the state space that 

will play an important role in the remainder of the paper. Hence. to 

make things more concrete. we give a specific example for the syndrome 

former of Fig. 7. 

Io-.i.-__ X 

''''----<+ 

""""r--Y 

L-____ ~.~--------------------~+).------~ 

Fig. 7. The syndrome former for a rate-i convolutional code. 
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We have 

61=[100112 = 9 (,,+6) =[001012 = 2 
0 

Source-tuples Sink-tuples 

{O, 2, 8,10 } {O, 4, 9,131 

{I , 3, 9 ,11 } II {2, 6,11,15} 

{4, 6,12,14} III {I , 5.8,12} 

{5,7,13,15} IV 0, 7,10.14} 

Fig. 8 shows a partition of the state space in source/sink-tuples. 

source-tuples 

I II IV III 

. I 0 9 
I 

13 4 I 

sink-
II 2 11 I 

15 6 I 

- - - - -t--- - -

IV 10 3 I 
7 14 I 

tuples 

III 8 1 I 5 12 
~ 

Fig. 8. State space partition in source/sink-tuples. 

Anticipating on Section IV the states in Fig. 8 have been geometrically 

arranged in such a way that also the metric equivalence classes {OJ, 

{4}. {S}, {12}. {9,13}. {6.14}, {1,5}, {2.10}, and 0.7.11,151 are 

easily distinguishable. Two states that are in the same metric 

equivalence class have the same metric value [61. irrespective of the 

received data vector sequence ~(X). 



III. ALGORITHM 

Given the syndrome sequence w(X) of a rate-(n-l)/n code, compare 

Fig. 4, the estimator is to determine the state sequence that cor-

responds to a noise vector sequence estimate !(X) of minimum Hamming 

weight that can be a possible cause of w(X). According to Section II 

this state sequence can be stored in terms of an equivalent message 

vector sequence correction em(X). As the estimation algorithm to be 

described in this section is similar to Viterbi's [6], we can be 

very brief. To find the required state sequence Viterbi introduces 

a "metric function". A metric function is defined as a nonnegative 

integer-valued function on the states. With every state transition 

we now associate the Hamming weight WH of its noise vector [x,y,z, 

T 
••• ,tJ . 

PROBLEM: Given a metric function f and a syndrome digit w, find 

a metric function 9 which is statewise minimal, and for every state 

is consistent with at least one of the values of f on its preimages 

under syndrome digit w, increased by the weight of its corresponding 

state transition. 

The solution to this problem expresses g in terms of f and w, and 

can be formulated in terms of the source/sink-tuples of Section II. 

In fact, the values of g on a sink-tuple T. are completely determined 
I 

by the values of f on the corresponding source-tuple S., and by the 
I 

syndrome digit w. The equations that express g in terms of f and w 

are called "metric equations". They have the form 

T [x,y,z, ••• ,tJ 

T t 
{f(01) + WH([x,y,z, •.. ,tJ ) I 01 f-I ----0» Tl } 

~w 

18. 

(4) 
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The particular pre image 01 in (4) that real izes the minimum is called 

the "survivor". When there are more pre images for which the minimum 

in (4) is achieved, one could fl ip a multi-coin to determine the sur-

vivor. However, we will shortly discover that a judicious choice of 

the survivor among the candidate pre images offers the possibility of 

significant savings in decoder hardware. The construction of (4) can 

be repeated, i.e. starting with a metric function fO' given a syndrome 

sequence wI ,w2 ,w
3

' ... one can form a sequence of metric functions 

f

"

f
2

,f
3

, ... iteratively by means of the metric equations: 

The metric function f s ' whose value fs(oJ) at an arbitrary state °1 , 

equals the Hamming weight of the lightest path from the zero-state 

to 01 under an all zero syndrome sequence, w

"

w2 ,w
3

, ... =0,0,0, ... , 

is called the "stable metric function". It has the property 

f ~f 
s s 

In order to make things more concrete we now give a specific 

example. Fig. 9 represents the t-th section, t= ... ,-1,0,+1, ... , 

of the trellis diagram [6] corresponding to the state diagram of 

Fig. 5. From Fig. 9 we find for the metric equations: 

19. 

g(O)=~ min[f(O) ,f(I)+2,f(2)+1 ,f(3)+3]+w min[f(O)+1 ,f(I)+3,f(2) ,f(3)+2] (5a) 

g(1)=;;; min[f(0l+2,f(1)+2,f(2)+1 ,f(3l+1]+w min[f(O)+1 ,f(1)+1 ,f(2)+2,f(3)+2] (5b) 

g(2):;;; min[f(0)+2,f(1) ,f(2)+3,f(3)+lj+w min[f(0l+3,f(1)+1 ,f(2)+2,fO)] (5c) 

g(3)=;;; min[f(0)+2,f(1)+2,f(2)+1 ,f(3l+1]+w min[f(O)+l ,f(1)+l ,f(2l+2,f(3)+2] , (5d) 



III. Algorithm 

Fig. 9. The t-th section of the trellis diagram, t= •.. ,-I,O,+I, •.• 

where w is the modulo 2 complement of w. Note that for each value 

w=O or w=1 four arrows impinge on each image T 1• The preimage 01 

associated with the minimum within the relevant pair of square brackets 

in (5) is the survivor. The case where we have more candidates for 

survivor among the pre images will be considered shortly. 

In the classical implementation of the Viterbi algorithm [6] each 

state 'l(j), j=0,1,2,3 , has a metric register MR
j 

and a path register 

PR. assoc i a ted with it. The metr i c reg i s ter is used to 5 tore the 
J 

20. 
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current value ft['l{j)j, t= ... ,-l,O,+l, ... , of the metric function. 

As only the differences between the values of the metric function 

matter in the decoding algorithm 

min {f t['l {j)j} 
Osjs3 

is subtracted from the contents of all metric registers, thus bounding 

the value of the contents of the metric registers. The path register 

PRj stores the sequence of survivors leading up to state T 1(j) at time t. 

The survivor sequence is stored in terms of the associated message 

vector corrections ... ,[em1 ,t-l, .. ·,emk ,t-l] , [eml,t, ... ,emk,tl 

t= ... ,-l,O,+l, .... Observe that all quantities that are crucial to 

the estimation algorithm that determines !m(X) given w(X) are contained 

in the trellis section of Fig. 9. 

Now observe that (5b) and (Sd) are identical. Hence, the states 

'1(1) and T1(3) have identical metric register contents. Moreover, 

selecting the identical survivor a1 in case of a tie, '1 (1) and '1 (3) 

also have the same path register contents. As far as metric register 

and path register contents are concerned, the states T1(l) and '1(3) 

are not distinct. The. metric register and the path register of either 

state '1(1) or state '1(3) can be eliminated. Apparently, certain 

symmetries in the state space of the syndrome former can be exploited 

to reduce the amount of decoder hardware! In the next two sections we 

further explore this possibil ity of reducing decoder hardware by 

introdUCing certain symmetries in the state space. 

21. 
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For further details on the implementation of the syndrome decoder 

one is referred to [3]. In this same paper Schalkwijk and Vinck also 

suggest a slightly modified decoder implementation that uses a read 

only memory (ROM) thus eliminating the need for metric registers al

together. 

22. 



IV. SPECIAL R=(n-l)/n CODES-METRIC/PATH REGISTER SAVINGS 

Without further "do we nO\~ in:rodllce the class f h of rate-(n-l)/n 
n, ,t 

binary convolutional codes (A,B,C, ... ,0), i.e. in terms of their 

syndrome formers, that exhibits state space symmetries that allow for 

an exponential reduction of decoder hardware. To wit (A,B,C, ... ,O) 

,f h' if and only if n, ,);' 

ah = 

a. = b. OSjsR.-l 
J J 

a. = b. h-R.+1sjsh 
J J 

C, ... ,D all have degree sh-R. 

gcd(A,B ,C, ... ,D) = 1 

L["1,(a+Slo'Yo, .. ·,oOl n L[("+~)1, .. ·,("+S)~_lJ =(Q) 

Note that the code A(X) = 1+X+X2 , B(X) = 1+X2 , C(X) = 1 of Fig. 2 is 

an element of f3 2 l' The code A(X) = 1+X+X2+X4 , B(X) = 1+X+X4 of , , 
Fig. 7 is an element of f2 ' 2' As a consequence of (6) we have ,4, 

f o~r :::or ::0 ... n,h,1 n,h,2 n,h ,3 

If condition (6e) is satisfied, then it follows from the invariant 

factor theorem [4] that the n-tuple (A,B,C, ... ,D) is a set of syndrome 

polynomials for some non-catastrophic rate-(n-1)/n convolutional 

code (in fact, for a class of such codes). 

Assume r , ,y, ~. For (A,B,C .... ,D) f r, an "R.-singleton 
n,d,J.. n,n,t 

state" is defined to be a state t~e last R. components of which vanish. 

23. 
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(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

(6e) 

(6f) 

(]) 

Linear combinations and left shifts of I-singleton states are I-singleton 
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states, too. For every state <1>, the states <l>i(i;:R.+l) are t-singleton 

states. We have the following lemma, the proof of which is left to the 

reader. 

LEMMA 1: For every state 0
1 

there exists a unique t-singleton state 

<I> HI and a unique index set Ie {I ,2, ... ,t} such that 

a. , 

Using this lemma we now associate with the state a, the set [all (t) 

defined by 

[a. +r . (a+S) .11 r. , {O, 1} for a II i} . 
J' " 

We shall prove the following theorem: 

THEOREM 2: The collection of all sets [all (R.) forms a partition of 

the state space. 

PROOF: Obviously the union of all [01 1 (R.) is equal to the state 

space. So, we only have to prove that [0 1 (t) - [0 'l(t) whenever 1 - 1 

[011(t) n [o,'l(R.) # <1>. Let us assume that [o,l(t) n [ol'l(t) # <1>. 

Then there exist r. and s. such that 

or 

, , 

[a. + r. (a+S).l = 
J , , <1>' + E HI i ,1' 

[a. + s. (a+S).l , , , , 

<1>'+1 - <l>i+1 + E r.(a+S). - E s.(a+e). = Ea., 
.. iFI" i,I" 'if III!' 

24. 

(8) 
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Now the LSH of above equation is an t-s ingleton state by (.6c) so that 

the symmetric difference rA1' must be empty, in other words 1=1'. 

Therefore we get 

(r.-s.) (<>+6). , I I I 

i.e. $~+1 and $£+1 differ by some linear combination of {(<>+S)ilif1} 

But th t h [1 (t) [ ,,(R.) • • h . en we mus ave a1 = a1 J ,Since In t e construction 

of these classes all linear combinations of {(<>+S). li,I} are involved. 
I 

Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY: Based on the partition of the state space according to 

Theorem 2 an equivalence relation R h R. can be defined, where two n, , 

states a1 and aj are called Rn,h,t-equivalent Iff [a1l(R.) = [a1'l(t). 

The one-element equivalence classes of R h • consists of exactly one 
n, , '" 

R.-singleton state. An example are the states 0,4,8 and 12 in Fig. 8. 

The number N h • of R h.-equivalence classes can be found as n, ,N n,,~ 

follows. First, take Ie {1,:!, •.• ,R.} in (8) fixed, and let j denote 

the cardinality of I. The last R. components of an R.-singleton state 

h-t j 
are zero. Hence, there are 2 t-singleton states. Now 2 of these 

h-R. 2 t-singleton states correspond to the same R hR.-equivalence n, , 

class, i.e. all t-singleton states differing by a linear combination 

h-R.-j 
of {(<>+S) i l if I} • Hence there are 2 Rn,h,R.-equivalence classes 

for each I of cardinality j. Thus 

N = 
n ,h ,R. 

t 
E 

j=O 

25. 
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THEOREM 3: Let (A.B.C ••.•• 0) f r h' • and assume that ls1·;!;1. n. ,~ 

Then every R I.-equivalence class of (A.B.C •...• 0) is a union of 
nt' ,~ 

R h •• -equivalence classes of (A.B.C •••.• O). cf (7). n, • ~ 

PROOF: Let 01 and '1 be 

Then we may write for some 

°1 = ~ 1.'+ 1 + ~ a. 
i ,I' I 

R h •• -equivalent n. ,Ao 

r. < {O.I}. i < l' 
I 

'1 = ~ R. '+1 + ~ [a i + r. (a+a) .J . 
I I i,I' 

states of (A.B.C •..•• O). 

c {I ,2, ..• ,1.'} : 

On the other hand. for some I" c{R.'+I, ••. ,1} and some 'I' we have 
HI 

~1.·+1 = 

Letting I 

'1'1.+1 + ~ a. 
i fI '·' I 

= I' U r'. r.=O for i <I" we now obtain 
I 

'1 = '1'1+1 + ~ 
i<I 

[a. + r.(a+S).J 
I I I 

i.e. 01 and '1 are Rn•h .1.-equivalent Q.E.D. 

In Fig. 8 we exhibit 

A(X) = I+X+X2+X4 , B(X) 

the R2 4 2 -equivalence classes for the . . , 
4 = I+X+X code. We claimed that any two states 

within the same equivalence class have the same metric value ir-

respective of the received data vector sequence ~(X). We are now 

ready to prove this result. 

26. 
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THEOREM 4: Assume that (A.B.C •...• C) • r n•h • t · Let fO be any 

starting metric function. and let wI' w2 • w3 •• •• be any syndrome 

sequence. Then every iterate f is constant on the R h -equivalence un, ,U 

classes of (A.B.C •...• 0). h:u:;t. 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on u. Consider the two R h In. • 

equivalent states <P2 +a1• and 4>2 + 81, Obviously they belong to the 

same sink-tuple. We list their preimages. corresponding noise vectors 

and syndrome digits according to (3). 

Preimage 
4> 2+a 1 <1>2+81 

Noise;Syndrome Noise;Syndrome 

<1>1 +zYO+" .+t60 
T 

[1.0.z ..... t] ;w1 
T 

[O.1.z ..... t] ;w 1 

<PI +(a+8)0+zYO+···+t60 
T [O.1.z ..... t] ;w 1 

T [l.0.z ..... t] ;w 1 

<I> 1 +E 1 +zYO+" .+t60 
T -

[1.0.z ..... t] ;w1 
T -[O.l.z ..... t] ;w1 

<l>1+E1+(a+8)0+zYO+···+t60 
T -[O.l.z ..... t] ;w 1 

T -[1.0.z ..... tl ;w 1 

We see that on every line. i.e. for every preimage the syndrome bits 

and the Hamming weights of the state transitions to <l> 2+a1 • and <1>2+81 

are identical. Hence. f 1 (<I> 2+a 1) = f1(<1>2+81) for every fO and every 

27. 

w
1

• This proves the assertion for u=l. Now let us assume that the 

statement is true for a fixed u. 1~u:;!-1. Let fO be any starting metric 

function and let w1 .w2
.w

3 
•.•• be any syndrome sequence. Then. by our 

induction hypothesis. f is constant on the R h -equivalence classes. un, ,U 

Let X1 and Xi be any pair 

a state ~ 1 and an index u+ 

r i f {O.l} 

Xl = ~u+l + l: 
iET 

a. 
I 

of R h -equivalent states. Then 
n, ,U 

set I c {I .2 •.••• u} such that for 

Xi = 'i'u+1 + l: 
id 

[a.+r. (a+8).] 
I I I 

there is 

some 
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We now consider the cosets Sand S' of L[£I.(u+S)o.YO •.•.• 80] to 

which Xl and Xi belong. respectively. and compare them element wise. 

The states 

and 

are obviously R h -equivalent for.all p.q.r ..... s € {O.l}. since n, ,u 

by the definition of £1 and by (6c.d) the last u components of 

P£1 + q(u+S)O + ryO + •.. + soO vanish. Furthermore. by (6b) we have 

E 

i<I 
[a.+r. (a.+b.)j . 

I I I I 

Hence. by (3) the preimages 

and 

give rise to identical syndrome digits in response to an input 

T vector [x.y.z •...• t] . These arguments together. however. imply 

that the values of fu+l on the corresponding state transition images 

are equal and. hence. f 1 is constant onthe R I I-equivalence u+ n, , ,U+ 

28. 
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classes of (A,B,C, .•. ,0). Q. E. O. 

Theorem 4 proves that one needs only one metric register for each 

R h ,-equivalence class. We will now show that, except for the last 
n , , A. 

i-I stages, the same is true for the path registers. Let (A,B,C, ... ,O) 

f fn,h,i· Condition (6f), where {(a+S)1'(a+S)2'··· ,(a+S)i_l} = {.Q) 

for i=l, impl ies that a coset of L["l ,(a+S)O,yo, •.. ,oOl and a coset 

of L[(a+B),,(a+S)2' ... ,(a+S)i_ll Can have at most one element in 

common, i.e . 

. LEMMA 5: No two distinct Rn,h,i_l-equivalent states can belong to 

the same source tuple. 

On the other hand, from the proof of Theorem 4 it follows that when-

ever Xl and Xi are Rn,h,R._I-equivalent, then the same holds for the 

states 

and 

p,q,r, .•. ,s ( {O,l} 

that form the source-tuples containing X, and Xi. These results lead 

to a natural equivalence between source-tuples. Two source-tuples are 

said to be equivalent if they contain a pair of Rn,h,R._I-equivalent 

states. It is left to the reader to prove that this relation is an 

equivalence relation. The unique and natural one-to-one correspondence 

between the states of two equivalent source-tuples, that is induced by 

the intersection with Rn,h,i_l-equivalence classes is, by the proof 

29. 
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of Theorem 4, consistent with the algebraic difference structure of 

the source-tuples. Hence, in view of Theorem 4, we see that for the 

moth iterate fm' m~i-l, of any metric function fO under any syndrome 

sequence wI ,W2 ,W3'··. the values of fm on the corresponding states 

of two equivalent source-tuples are identical. 

Given two successive Iterates f j _1 and fj' j~t, of a metric 

function fO' linked by the syndrome digit wj ' 

w. 
f J f • 1 I I. J- J 

In Viterbi decoding [6] one determines for each state 11 a survivor 

<1 1, such that 

subject to (4). Survivors of a state 11 in the sink-tuple Ti always 

belong to the corresponding source-tuple S., see Section II. However, 
I 

as discussed in Section III, there are situations in which more than 

one survivor may be chosen, i.e. when two or more ai's in (4) achieve 

the minimum. In this case, one has a choice of two possible strategies 

that result in the same decoded error rate by transmission over a 

binary symmetric channel (Bse) , i.e. (Il fl ip a (multi) coin, or 

(ii) decide for every tie-pattern once and for ever which survivor 

shall be taken. We shall use the second strategy, that according to 

the properties of equivalent source-tuples can be realized in the 

following way: Whenever two source-tuples S. and S! are equivalent , , 
(and, hence, have statewise identical f j _1-values) then let for the 

30. 
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respective sink-tuples Ti and Ti statewise corresponding survivors 

be chosen in such a way, that R h I-equivalent states get the same n, , 

survivor. Given a sequence of metric function iterates 

W2 w. I 
f 1--+ f I J- t 

>---+ 2 ......... J-2 

then for every state <11 a sequence of successive survivors can be 

constructed 

-+-1 ••• 

and the following theorem holds. 

THEOREM 5: If <11 and "I are distinct R h -equivalent states n, ,m 
(-m) (-m) 

then <11 = "I ' m=I,2, ... ,2. • 

PROOF: The proof is by induction on m. For m=1 the assertion is 

part of our assumption above. Now assume that the statement is true 

for m=u, u fixed, l:::u:::R.-I , and 

equivalent states, that are not 

( -u) 
= "1 and, hence, immediately 

wri te 

let <11 and "I be two R h In, ,U+ 

R h -equivalent (otherwise <11 (-u) = n, ,U 

(-u-l) (-u-l) 
<11 Z "I ). Then we may 

'" '" where I c {I,2, ... ,u} • It is easy to find preimages <11 and "I of 

<11 and "I respectively, viz. 

31. 
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'" I + tl + I [a. I+r . (a+tl). I] ,.u+ u 1- 1 1-
id\{1} 

Obviously, ~I and ~I are R h -equivalent and, hence, by Theorem 3, n, ,u 

also R hI-equivalent. n, ,1-
Therefore, the source-tuples containing 

'" d'" . 1 01 an n1 are equlva ent. Furthermore, we observe that 

+ I 0 if 1(I 
'" ° 1 = °2 

if 1(1 a l 

0 If I,'I 
'" nl = n2 + 

al+r I (a+tl) I if If! 

Hence, because of the assumption made above, the survivors °1 (-I) 

and nl(-I) are corresponding states, i.e. R h _I-equivalent states. n, ,2. 

The algebraic difference structure of equivalent source-tuples is 

identical, hence, 

So, ~I - °1(-1) = ~I - nl(-I) is a u-singleton state. Hence, °1(-1) 
(-I) 

and "1 are R h -equivalent and therefore, by the induction n, ,u. 
(-u-I) (-u-I) 

hypothesis, °1 = "1 Q.E.D. 

Theorem 5 shows that except perhaps for the last £-1 stages, 

R h ,-equivalent states have the same path register contents n, ,)(. 

irrespective of the received data vector sequence ~(X). Thus, roughly, 

32. 
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speaking. one needs only one path register for each R h ,-equivalence 
n. • At 

class of states. By Theorem 4 one only needs one metric register per 

R h -equivalence class. Hence, the complexity [3] of a syndrome 
n, ,R. 

decoder for a code (A.B.C •.•.• O) • r h' is proportional to the n, ,h 

number N h' of R h ,-equivalence classes, i.e. by (9) the complex-
n"L n,.", 

i ty is h- 21 1 • proportional to 2 3. As an example take a code In r2•21 •1, 

i.e. a rate-i code with 

A(X) = X2t + A
21

_IX2R.-1 + •.. + AIX + I • 

B(X) = A(X) + XR. 

The.syndrome decoder for such a code has complexity proportional to 

3R. = (l3)h. The classical Viterbi decoder [6] for the same code has 

h complexity 2 • hence, by exploiting the state space symmetry we 

achieve an exponential saving in hardware. 

Before extending our present results to rate-kIn codes one comment 

concerning the free distance of codes (A,B,C •.••• O) £ r h ' is in n, ,At 

order. It is quite obvious that constraints I ike (6) can reduce the 

maximum obtainable free distance for given n, and h. We are not yet 

able to derive a lower bound on the free distance of codes (A.B.C •..• O) 

£ r h ,. However. Table I of the next section lists the free distance n, ,At 

of some short constraint length codes in r h ,. It turns out that n, ,JI. 

at least for these constraint lengths the free distance for the codes 

satisfying the constraints (6) is very close to the maximum achievable 

free distance for the given values of n, and h. 

33. 
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The syndrome former of a rate-kIn convolutional code consists of 

n-k syndrome formers of the type considered in Section II, all sharing 

the same set of nh memory cells, compare Fig. 4. Hence, the n-k 

• I 2 n-kit. syndrome formers ,n the set {E ,E , ... ,E }, where E = (A. ,S. ,C., , , , 
••• ,D.), all have the same physical state, i.e. the contents of the , 
nh memory cells they have in common. To obtain the metric/path register 

savings that were realized in Section IV each of the syndrome formers 

Ei, i=1 ,2, ... ,n-k , should be in r h' , and the common physical n, ,k 

states should have the same equivalence classes w.r.t. the equivalence 

relation of syndrome-indistinguishabil ity in each of the n-k individual 

syndrome formers. We will call a set of rate-(n-I)/n syndrome formers 

that share a common phys i ca I s ta te "coherent" j f the i nd i v i dua I 

syndrome formers have the same abstract states. 

Let r(n-k) be the class of codes that are defined by n-k coherent n,h,t 

synd rome formers each of wh i chi is in r "h .' Tab I e I lis ts the 
nJ J,x,_ 

34. 

maximum free distance for various values of the parameters k,n,h, and t. 

The r(nh-k~ classes with (k,n) = (1,3) are defined by two coherent 
n, ,N 

syndrome formers. The column with "N" on top gives the maximum free 

distance for the relevant values of k,n, and h dropping the coherence 

requirement. Comparing the N-column with the t=l-column both for (k,n) = 

= (1,3) gives some idea nf the effect of the coherence requirement on 

the free distance. Table II I ists several optimal rn(,;-:~t codes in 

terms of their syndrome former connections. geometrically arranged 

as in Fig. 4. 
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(~ .n) 

TABLE I 

MAXIMUM FREE DISTANCE OF VARIOUS r{n-k) - CLASSES 
n,h,R. 

-- --- .. -

(~,,,) . ( I ,2) (k,n) - (2.3) (k.n) - (1.3) 

r-

~ 1 I 2 3 ~ I 2 3 4 N 1 2 3 " 
2 5 3 

I 
6 " 3 

~ 7 7 5 

5 8 I 8 6 

6 10 9 8 6 

7 10 10 10 8 

8 12 II 10 10 8 

9 12 12 12 II 8 

""-, 
(k,n) = (1.2) ~) 

, '~ L 

1 5.7 

2 23.27 

3 107.117 

4 453.473 

8 7 

10 9 

5 12 11 

6 13 12 

6 6 15 I" 
7 6 16 16 

8 8 6 18 18 

8 8 8 20 20 

TABLE II 

OPTIMAL r(n-k) - CODES 
n.2R.,R. 

(k,n) • (2.3) 

r 

5.7.1 

23,27.5 

103.113,7 

403,423.7 

10 

12 

lit 13 

16 15 

17 16 16 

19 18 18 

(k.n) • 

);1 

5.7.0 

37,33.0 

133.123,0 

453.473.0 

35. 

(1 • J) 

E2 

6,4.1 

32.36.1 

124, 13~ • 1 

464.41t4.1 
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The remainder of this section will be devoted to a study of the 

newly defined concept of coherence of syndrome formers. Consider 

two syr.drome formers 

~ E = (A,B,C, ... ,D) , 

and 

fi E' = (A',B',C', ... ,D') 

sharing the same set of nh memory cells, compare Fig. 4. From the 

mathematical point of view the syndrome-indistinguishability classes 

of a syndrome former E can be considered as cosets of the set of 

those physical states that have an all zero syndrome sequence in 

response to a sequence of all zero noise vectors. Hence, we may 

state that E and E' are coherent if and only if for all nh-tuples 

we have 

h 

E (x ia h+1- i + YiSh+l-i + ... + t i 6h+1- i ) = 0 ~ 
i=1 

We shall now discuss some consequences of this concept of coherence. 

1/ Let E and E' be coherent syndrome formers, and assume as before 

that ah = 1. Then {a 1 ,a2 , ..• ,uh} is a basis for the abstract state 

space of E. In other words 

36. 
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h 
r 

i =1 

so that by coherence 

h 
r 

i=1 

Hence. {ai.ai •...• ah} is a basis for the abstract state space of r' 

and ah = 1. 

2/ Let rand r' be coherent syndrome formers. a
h 

= ah = 1. 

Then the correspondence 

h h 

is an isomorphism between the abstract state spaces of rand !:'. 

SKETCH OF PROOF: By 1/. {a1 .a2 ••• • .ah } and {aj .ai •.. .• ah} are 

bases of the state spaces above. Hence. for example 

or 

so that by coherence 

i. e. 

etc. 

37. 
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31 Let Land L' be coherent syndrome formers. i.e. ah = ah = 1. 

Then Land E' have isomorphic source/sink-tuple structures. 

PROOF: Sink-tuples in the state space of L are cosets of 

L[a1'~1'Y1 •...• 81]' and this subspace corresponds by 2/. in the 

obvious way. by coherence. to L[ai.~i.Yj ••.•• 8j] . Source-tuples 

in the state space of L are cosets of the set S of those abstract 
I:. h 

states that have image ~ under state transition. Let 01 = L u.n. 
i cal I I 

under state transi tion wi th the such that 01 1+ ~ 

T 
[x.y.z •.•.• t] . Then we have 

h-1 
L 

i=1 

so that by coherence 

h-1 
L 

i=1 

no i se vec tor 

which means that in the state space of L·. when we define oj ~ 
I:. h 
= L u.a:. also 01' 1+ a under state transition with noise vector 

• 1 1 I- -
1= T 

[x.y .z •...• tJ • and vice versa. Hence. coherence impl ies that both 

and 

S++S' 

by the isomorphism defined in 2/. This Implies that also the cosets 

and S' have isomorphic intersections. Q.E.D. 

38. 
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4/ Finally. we can restate the coherence of Land L' in terms of a 

condition of their polynomials A.B,C, ... ,D ,and A·.B',C·, ... ,D· 

as follows. Let Land L' be coherent syndrome formers. ah = ah = I. 

Let the isomorphism between their state spaces, which is generated 

by the mapping ex. f>- ex: , j = h.h-I .... ,1 , w.r.t. the natural basis 
J J 

of unit vectors be given by the (invertible) matrix Q, i.e. 

o o o o o o 

o o o o 
Q = 

a' 1 
a' at 

2 3 

It is immediately verified that Q itself has the form 

o o o 

o o 

The matrix identity (10) can be reformulated as a polynomial 

congruence, i.e. 

C~1 Xi) C~1 Xi) 
h-l 

X i (mod qh-i ah- i 1: ah- i 
Xh) l'. 

- , qh = 
i=O i=O i=O 

The isomorphism also entai Is that 

C;l Xi) C~l Xi) 
h-l 

X i (mod Xh) qh-i bh . - 1: b' , etc. 
i=O i=O 

-I 
;=0 h-i 

39. 
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h-l i El imination of E qh_'X Yields 
i=O 

( h-l 
ah_/) C~1 .) C-1 .) C-1 

b' X i) 1: bh_iX
I 

- ,!o ah_ i Xl i!O 
i=O i=O h-i 

Reversing the order of the coefficients in the polynomials of 

this congruence we find 

[ 

h-l 
deg ree 1: 

i=O 

or 

h-l . h-l 
1: bi+IX

I 
- 1: 

i=O i=O 

i 
a. IX 1+ 

degree [A' (X)B(X) - B' (X)A(X)] ~ h, etc. 

h-l 
1: 

i=O 

In fact, this reasoning can also be given in the opposite 

direction, where we construct, given ah = ah = I, the polynomial 

~(X) and, hence, the transformation Q as 

h-i 
~(X) ~ E 

i=O 

i 
qh .X -I (

h-i 
= 1: 

i=O 

h-l 
i 

ah.X is 
-I 

Note that ah = 1 and, hence, the polynomial l: 
i=O 

invertible mod Xh . So we have the following t~eorem. 

THEOREM 6: Two syndrome formers 1: ~ (A,B,C, ••• ,D) and 1:' ~ 

~(A' ,B' ,C', ... ,D'},where h = h', are coherent if and only if all 

2x2 subdeterminants of the polynomial matrix 

Ito • 

-
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[ 
A(xl 

A' (xl 

B(xl 

B' (xl 

have degree ~ h. 

c(xl 

c' (xl 

o (x) ] 

0' (xl 

We conclude this section with an example. Consider the binary 

rate-l/3 convolutional code generated by an encoder with connection 

. 256 2356 polynomials I+X +X +X ,1+X +X +X +X , 

41. 

encoder of minimal degree is unique, and is given by the polynomials I+X+x2, 

2 X, and X . The free distance of the above code is 13 (the maximum free 

distance for a rate-l/3 code with polynomials of degree 6 is 15). A 

set of syndrome formers of minimal degree is given by 1+X+X3 , l+X , 

X+X3 , and X2 , X2+X3 • 1+X+X3 • The implementation of a decoder 

using this particular set of syndrome formers requires 26 = 64 metric/ 

path 

1+X3 

register combinations. The set of 

46 2456 , 1 +X+X +X • and 1 +X+X +X +X +X 

3 6 syndrome formers l+X +X , 

, 1+X+X2+X3 , X2+X5+X6 is 

coherent. but a decoder using this particular set of syndrome formers 

also requires 26 
= 64 metric/path register combinations. The set of 

syndrome formers 1+X+X6 • 1+X+X4+X6 • 1+X+X3+X4 , and 1+X2+X5+X6 , 

l+x2+x3+X4+x5+X6 , X+X2+X4 Is coherent and is a subset of r
3

,6,2 

and, hence, our code belongs to r(3- 1) and therefore, by (9) the 
3,6,2 

corresponding decoder can be implemented with N
3

,6,2 = 36 metric/path 

register combinations! 



VI CONCLUSIONS 

This paper describes the operation of a syndrome decoder for 

bi nary rate-kIn 

of its syndrome 

convolutional codes in 

(n-k) 
former. A class r h ' n, ,,,, 

terms of the state space 

of convolutional codes is 

defined that exhibits certain state space symmetries that allow 

for an exponential reduction of decoder hardware. The maximum free 

distance of several short constraint length r(n-hk~ classes is 
n, ,k 

listed in Table I. Codes achieving the maximum free distance of 

several r (n-k) classes are given in Table I I. These r (n-k) 
n,2~,~ n,2t,t 

classes offer the largest hardware savings! 

Presently, we are investigating whether the state space formalism 

developed in this paper can also be used to advantage in sequential 

decoding. It will then become interesting to find the maximum free 

distance of classes of long constraint length codes that exhibit 

certain state space symmetries. This is one of our present topics 

of research. 
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